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Introduction

S

eventh-day Adventists espouse a biblical view of the Godhead or
Trinity. Paragraph 2 of the Fundamental Beliefs of the church reads in
part, "There is one God: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, a unity of three
co-eternal Persons. "I
Although the or refers many times to the Spirit's activities and alludes to
His Personhood (cf Isa 48: 16, etc.), we find the bulk of our infonnation about
His Deity and personality in the NT. Several lines of evidence lead to the
Christian belief that He is truly a personal being in the triune God. We list these
without an attempt to be exhaustive:
1. The Holy Spirit is intimately usociated with the Father and the
Son. This is particularly true in the fonnula kinds of statements, such as the
baptismal fonnula (Matt 28: 19), the apostolic benediction (2 Cor 13: 14), and
in the distribution of spiritual gifts (1 Cor 12:4-6). The baptismal fonnula
provides strong evidence of both His Personhood and Deity, because believers
are baptized into the "name" (singular number, not "names") of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Many other passages (in addition to the
above) link together the persons ofthe Trinity in different settings. 2
2. The Holy Spirit exhibits traits of personality. For example, (a) He
has a mind or intellect (Rom 8:27; 1 Cor 2:11); He exercises a will (I Cor
12: 11); and He has feelings (Eph 4:30). (b) He can be treated as a personality,
that is, He can be grieved (lsa 63: 10; Eph 4:30), lied to (Acts 5:3), tested (Acts
I Among the original Sabbatarian pioneers there were different opini0111 on the aubjects of the Holy Spirit
and the Trinity. For a brief histof'y on the development of these beliefa, ace, SDA Encyclopedia, rev.
ed. (Wuhington, DC, 1976), arta. "Christology," "Holy Spirit"; LeRoy E. Froom, Movement cf
Destiny (Washington, DC, 1971), paaaim.
2 See Eph 2:18; 4:4-6; I Pet 1:2; Rev 1:4-S, etc.
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5:9), resisted (Acts 7:51), and outraged (Heb 10:29). (c) He acts as a person:
testifies of Jesus (John 15:26), teaches (John 14:26), convinces (John 16:8),
guides (John 16: 13), makes intercession for believers (Rom 8:26-27), etc.
Leaders in the early church spoke of Him as a personal being: "For it has
seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us to lay upon you no greater burden
than these necessary things" (Acts 15:28, RSV). 3
3. The Holy Spirit has the divine name and the attributes of Deity. The
apostle Peter referred to Him as God (Acts 5:3-4), and Jesus said He could be
blasphemed (Matt 12:31-32). The Spiritisomnipresent(Ps 139:7; John 14: 16)
and omniscient (l Cor 2:10-11). He is the "Spirit of life" (Rom 8:2), and
"Spirit of truth" (John 16: 13), and the "Spirit of grace" (Heb 10:29)--attributes also possessed by Christ. 4
4. The Holy Spirit is identified by Jesus as a being like Himself. "I will
pray the Father, and he will give you another Counselor, to be with you for
ever, even the Spirit of truth" (John 14: 16). "It is to your advantage that I go
away, tbr if I do not go away, the Counselor will not come to you; but if I go,
I will send him to you" (John 16:7).
We will not pursue the subjects of the Spirit's personhood and Godhood
beyond this short summary. In this chapter our purpose will be to survey His
activities and operations-particularly within the context of OT Israel and the
NT church. We note first, however, the general acknowledgment of the Spirit's
presence in the world by the races of humanity, although they may refer to Him
in different ways in their ignorance of the truth about Him.

Recognition of a Spiritual Force in the World
Almost all religions and many philosophers recognize some force or power
outside of humanity that shapes our destiny and is influential in the operations
of nature. Needless to say, it goes by many different names and is described in
various ways by the numerous religious traditions and cultures of the world.
Many North American Indian tribes, for example, spoke of the "Great Spirit"
which influenced men, animals, and inanimate nature ..s Asian Indian groups
speak of Brahman, a great indescribable power which permeates everything
3 Bible referencea are from the RSV wlcu oehcrwiae lUted.
4 John 1:4; 11:25; 14:6; 1:14.
.S S.D. Gill, "Native Americm Religions," Encyclopedia ofthsAmmcanReligious Experience, cd. C. H.
Lippy and P. W. Williams (New YorX, 1987), 1: 139-40. The tenn expreues the multipiK:ity of sacred
m}'lteriea aucl! aa the Ouge Wakonda- ''The Great Mymrioul. '' ''Great Spirit'' is a translation from
a Christian perapoctive (J. E. Brown, Ths Spiritual ugacyoftheAmeriCXln Indian (New Yoric, 1982),
1.S).
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and is, in the final analysis, everything. 6 The New Age movement, which might
be described as the religious counterpart of secular humanism, has tried to
describe it in quasi-scientific tenns. Here it is called ''the force" or "universal
energy." This also, like Brahman, penneates everything and in reality is
everything.7
ev~ity
is
There seems to be a persistent and well-nigh universal tendency to recognize and even to acknowledge the existence of a power outside of and above
humankind. It is true, at certain periods in history and in some locations there
have been spasms of unbelief. But there remains a deep undercurrent ofhuman
experience that brings the focus back again and again to the mysterious power
that shapes the destiny of the world. This despite certain theories of psychology
which attempt to explain the whole thing existentially or subjectively. Here we
think of Feuerbach 's theory that supernatural entities are simply our wishful
thinking projected onto the universal level. The belief persists, despite philosophical methods (such as rationalism and logical positivism which draft the
rules of logic) to exclude subjective experience. 8 It also persists despite
theologies which have abandoned the Scriptures as their authority and are
therefore little more than popularized, eclectic, philosophical systems.
.
In short, the experience of the Spirit is a given among human beings.
Repressive, atheistic, naturalistic, totalitarian political systems have been
unable to kill Him or to disabuse their citizens of these alleged crazy, unscientific ideas. Grinding poverty is no barrier to His influence nor does luxuriousness and wealth present an insurmountable obstacle. The highly educated and
learned person is equally vulnerable to His power as the unlearned and
ignorant. It should, therefore, occasion no surprise that such a widely known
phenomenon should be recognized and described. He is best observed in the
Judeo-Christian religious tradition. Here He is defmed and acknowledged as
the Spirit of the Almighty God who rules the universe and shapes the destinies
of men and nations.

6 L. Rcnou, ed., Hinduism (New YorX, 1962). 35-36.
7 F. Capra, Th• Turning Point (New York, 1982); B. Creme, TIN Reappearanctl of tiN Christ and tiN
Mast•rs if Wisdom (London, 1980). 110.
8 Though intereatingly enough, Plato often hu Socratea appealing to the munm.ring of voicea in hia C8lll
and intimation. of the will of God u the ftnal argument. Crito, S4; Apology, 40. For Feuernach's
theory sec L. Feucrbach, The Essence ofChristianity, trans. G. Eliot (New York, 19S7).
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Activity of the Spirit in the
Old Testament
In the or the Spirit comes from God and is a creative, life-giving and
superhwnanizing force, 9 like God Himself.IO The word for "Spirit" in Hebrew
is nla/J, the primary meaning of which is "air in motion" as in wind or breath.
The general idea common to all its usages is the manifestation of power or
energy. This may be literally and physically as of the wind (Exod 15:10),
physiologically as of the breath of men or animals (Gen 7:21-22), psychically,
since breathing rhythms often indicate strong emotions (Gen 7:21-22), the
word could indicate anger or impatience (Mic 2:7; Judg 8:3). Finally, the word
could be used of supernatural agencies operating on man and sometimes,
though rarely, on inanimate nature (lsa. 63: 11).11
Although not much is said about it in the or, it is clear that it was by God's
Spirit that the world and mankind were created (Ps 104:29, 30). Also remarkable gifts and powers and aptitudes are placed in men by the Spirit. Thus the
great men of the or are men who possess the Spirit or have been possessed by
the Spirit and in whom the Spirit in some way dwells. The physical strength
of Samson is ascribed to the Spirit (Judg 14:6) as is the leadership of Joshua
(Num 27: 18) and the wisdom of ancient sages (Prov 1:23). The ecstasy of the
sons of the prophets comes from the Spirit (1 Sam 10: 10). "The conviction of
the Old Testament is that no man can do the work of God without the Spirit of
God, that no man can lead his fellow-man unless he himself is led by the Spirit
ofGod." 12
Not swprisingly then the Spirit is connected especially with the gift of the
inspiration of prophecy. It is the Spirit who makes a man a prophet and who
gives him his message (lsa48:16; 2 Sam 23:2).
Generally speaking, in the or "the experience of the Spirit is not an
experience for the common man or for the every day. "13 Rather it is for the
extraordinary man and the abnormal occasion. Nevertheless, because the Spirit
stands for the universal presence of God, 14 it is impossible to escape God's
9 LA Buahinlki, "Spirit (in the Bible)," New Catholic Encyclopedia (New York, 1967), 13:S71.
10 Oen 1:2; 41:38; Exod31:3; I Sam 16:13.
II R. B. Hoyle, "Spirit (Holy), Spirit ofGod," Encyclc[XUdia o{Religton andEthics, ed. J. Hastin8J1 (New
York, 1928), 2:784-8S. Abraham Kuyper conuneota, "the wod. of the Holy Spirit COfiJi.ats in leading
all a-cation to ita destiny" (A Kuyper, The Work ofthe Holy Spirit, Irani. H. De Vries [Grand RApids,
1946), 22; a1ao F. Brown, S. R. Driver, C. A Briggs, eds. A HebTY!W-English Lexicon of the Old
Testament [Oxford, 1976), 924-26).
12 W. Barclay, The Promise ofthe Spirit (Philadelphia, 1960), IS.
13 Barclay, The Promise, 18.
14M. R..amsey, TheHolySpirit(GrandlUpida,l917), IS.
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presence (Ps 139:7). However, God's Spirit dwells in a special way with Israel,
God's people. Ifthe Spirit has a home on earth, that home is amid the fellowship
ofthe people ofGod.1~
The golden age or time of the Messiah would see a special outpouring of
the Spirit. 16
The ancient saints were well aware that their skills and talents came from
the Spirit. Skill in carving and other workmanship is attributed to people full
ofthe Spirit (Exod 31:1-5; 35:31; 36:1) and in this sense the Spirit is in the
midst of life and living and everyday occupations, in the OT. But the people of
God recognize and acknowledge their talents and skills as gifts of the Spirit
and use them accordingly, whereas others may not.
God's people draw themselves inside that circle in which God's Spirit
dwells, and in which He is known as such. They are numbered among God's
people or, in modem terms, the church. Thus in the OT the Spirit is a decisive
and formative factor in the creation, edification, and continuation of God's
people. As the Spirit brings about a recognition in individuals of the source of
the world and men and all the good and useful things in them, they are led to
praise God for His good gifts to men, and the kernel of community is formed.

The Spirit and the Origin of the
Christian Church
Scholars have expressed surprise at the paucity of references to the Spirit
in the first three Gospels. The work of the Spirit in these Gospels seems to be
of one piece with the OT. Some suggest that this is because the pre-Pentecost
history of the church is really a part of the OT milieu. That is, John the Baptist
was not, strictly speaking, a Christian, but like all the prophets of the OT, a
forerunner of ChristP There is one important exception, however, in these
Gospels, and that is Christ Himself.
Whereas OT characters received an outpouring of the Spirit for their
particular tasks "at sundry times and in diverse manners," the Lord was born
of the Spirit (Luke I :35; Matt 1: 18). The Spirit equipped Him for His task in
the world, and remained upon Him permanently and abiding (John 3:34). All
His actions were a manifestation of the power of the Spirit (Matt 12: 18-21). 18
I~ Iaa 63:11·14; Hag 2:4, ~; Iaa ~9:21.
16 Iaa 11:2; 44:3; Joel2:28; Ezck 39:29.
17 H. B. Swcte, The Holy Spirilln the New Testament (Orand Rapids, 1976), 21.
18 E. H. Bickcnteth, The Holy Spirit: His Person ond Wort (Orand R.apida, 1967), 71-84. The Spirit is
mcntioocd only aix times by Jcaua in a prcreawrectioo cootcxt in all three synoptic gospels, ace J.H. E.
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In His life and work could be seen the "finger of God" as Luke calls it (Luke

11:20; cf. Exod 8:19). "The fingerofGod" and the "work ofthe Spirit" are
clearly one and the same (Matt 12:28; Luke 11:20).
The importance of the Spirit in the lives of the followers ofJesus is already
presaged in the message of John the Baptist. John was to baptize in water but
Jesus was to baptize men with the Spirit. 19 The Christian is the person
preeminently "soaked," immersed in the Spirit. Jesus was dependent on the
Spirit and His followers are also. All the good gifts of God to His children
come through the Spirit (Matt 7: 11; cf. Luke 11: 13), and He is the Christian's
ally in times of trouble and need (Mark 13: 11). It is Christ's followers, the
Christian community, through whom the Spirit is channeled in this effective
and recognized manner.
Here we take a brief look at the Gospel of John. The evangelist seems at
first to be saying that the Spirit did not come into existence until after the
glorification and ascension of Jesus Christ (John 7:39). But this is clearly not
what he intends, for he has already spoken of the Spirit upon Jesus at His
baptism. The dove symbol, perhaps a reference to Creation, and suggesting a
new beginning with Jesus (John 1:32), is similar to the imagery of overshadowing (Luke 1:35), where the imagery of the Spirit brooding over the waters
is conjured up (Gen 1:2). Another possibility is the divine glory overshadowing
the tabernacle. In other words, the Spirit was there from the beginning of
Christ's life and during it (John 3:5, 6). But it was only after the glorification
and ascension of Jesus that the Spirit descended in fullness and power on the
church.
In John 14-16, we are told about the coming of the "Comforter" (KJV) or
Parakletos. As Barclay so nicely points out, time has narrowed the meaning of
the word Comforter. To "comfort" in modem English means to give consolation and support in time oftrouble and distress. But its earlier meaning denoted
the giving of strength and courage to meet the demands ofthis exacting life.
The basic fact is that when Wycliffe used the word Comforter, he was
using it in its literal sense. It is derived from the Latin word fortis, which
means brave, am for Wycliffe Comforter did not mean simply one woo
tenderly am sympathetically consoles in sorrow; it meant one woo puts
courage into us, one who enables us to be brave, one who empowers us to
cope with the chances and the changes and the struggles and the battles of
this life. " 20
Hull, The Holy Spirit in the Acts of the Apostks (London, 1967). 17.
19 Matt 3:11; Mark 1:8; Luke 3:16; John 1:33.
20 Barclay, The Promise, 33.
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The Spirit then, according to Jesus, is "One who gives courage" and He
is also the "Spirit oftruth" (John 14:17; 15:26; 16:13). The Spirit leads into
the whole truth. Truth which the unaided mind of man cannot discover is made
clear to the seeking mind by the Spirit. Evety discovety in evety sphere, whose
truth is important, is from the Spirit. It is a serious error to limit the guidance
of the Spirit to theological truth.
That the Spirit is the creator ofthe Christian community is quite clear when
we come to the book of Acts. The Spirit is the most frequently mentioned
Person of the Godhead. It is not hard to see that Jesus envisages the spread of
the gospel from Jerusalem to the uttennost parts of the earth and the founding
of the Gentile churches in particular as the worlc of the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:8).
In fact, this inauguration would not be possible without the Spirit. In Acts and
Paul's Epistles it is the Spirit who creates, edifies, enriches, and gives hope to
the early Christian communities. Without the agency of the Spirit and the
experience ofthe Spirit among the primitive Christians, the rise ofthe Christian
communities would not have taken place and succeeded as they did.
The Spirit was the first installment of the life ofheaven or everlasting life
(the arrab'On, "guarantee," 2 Cor 1:22; 5:5; Eph 1:14), showing us that the
early Christians were clearly orientated to the great eschatological hope of the
Second Advent. But the Holy Spirit also "sealed" a man for the day of
redemption (Eph I: 13; 4:30; 2 Cor 1:22). The seal guaranteed the safety,
security, and quality of the life of faith. It gave reality to faith. The Spirit, as
we saw earlier, gives courage, wisdom, strength, and ability to cope with life
that ordinary men do not possess. The Spirit's operation in the believer's life
is the stamp of God's ownership.
The Christian community also saw the Spirit as the divine personage who
worlced through the prophets and writers of the OT and inspired the utterances
ofthe apostles and prophets ofthe NT period. There were many claims ofdivine
inspiration in the Hellenistic world. The self-revelations of the great goddess
Isis expressed in the ego-eimi (I AM) fonnula were believed to be of divine
origin by thousands. 21 There were also great poets, musicians, and authors who
uplifted the spirits of men and could claim the gift ofthe Muses.
As we have seen, Christians would not deny the influence of the Spirit in
the latter, since all good gifts come from God. However, in the Scriptures they
saw a unique and more direct purpose to the inspiration of the Spirit. While
the worlcs of other inspired writers were designed to bring delight to the ears
21 S. K. Hcyob, The Cult of/sis Among Women in the Graeco-Roman World (Leidcn, 197S), 38-39. R. E.
Witt, Isis in ti!B Graeco-Roman World (London, 1971), 100-110.
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and hearts of men, the inspiration of Scripture told the story of God's dealings
with men and about the offer and conditions of salvation. Although this did
not always delight the hearts of men, it was a record of the sober truth
concerning the history of salvation. It gave delight to men, but it also called
for decision from men.
It is not surprising, when we consider the total permeation of the early
church by the Spirit as recorded in the NT, that many modem people fmd His
presence lacking in the churches of today. Those who belong to Pentecostal or
charismatics traditions of the Christian community have with some justification seen the traditional mainline churches as dead and lifeless. Fearing
enthusiasts, the mainline churches, have boxed up the Spirit's activity in the
Scripture and tradition and never let it enter the living church oftoday. 22 The
number of those joining charismatic churches in recent years has grown
enormously.
We will have occasion to look at the solution these groups offer to the
problem of the "spiritless" churches and to question some ofthe ideas. They
have judged correctly, however, in their estimate of the early church as the
creation of the Spirit and as nurtured by the Spirit.

The Spirit As Guarantor of Salvation
The Holy Spirit universalizes the presence of Jesus (John 16: 7). The Spirit
is a personal being who, as His representative, is closely linked with Jesus.
From another angle, we may also say that Jesus say, is the conduit through
which the Spirit becomes available to all men (Iitus 3:5-6). 23 The Spirit is
marked with the character of Christ and is accurately described as the "Spirit
of Jesus" (Acts 16:7). The Spirit, therefore, acts for and in and against men in
precisely the same way Jesus did when on earth.
As Jesus was sent from the Father, so is the Spirit (John 5:43; 14:16, 26).
As Jesus dwelt with and guided His disciples, so does the Spirit (John 14-16).
The Spirit teaches men the truth as Jesus taught the truth and was the truth
(John 14:6; 16: 13). As Jesus glorified the Father and not Himself, so the Spirit
glorifies the Son and not Himself (17:4; 15:26). The Spirit took over the role
of Jesus after His ascension (14: 16, 26). As the world refused tO accept Jesus,
so it will refuse to accept the Spirit (John I: I 0-11; cf. Matt 12:31-32).
22 M. Green, I Beli.ve in tM Holy Spirit (Grand RApids, 1900). 11·12
23 A W. Pink, The Holy Spirit (Grand Rapids, 197S). 2S·30. In the Protestant view ofthingJ "the Spirit
iB the true vicar of Christ, Christ 'a aller ego, and wa known u auch in the chun:h by the fact that he
wa encountered in the aame role of Lord (Kyrioa) u Christ himself had been." G. S. Hendry, The
Holy Spirit in Christian Theolcgy (Philadelphia, 19S2). 6S.
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We could go on with the list of similarities between the Spirit and Christ.
Enough has been said to make the point that to have the Spirit is to have Christ
and vice versa. 24 The Spirit functions to make Christ real to us; therefore, He
makes real the salvation which Christ has brought. Consequently, "if a man
does not possess the Spirit of Christ, he is no Christian" (Rom 8:9, NEB).
"But," continues Paul, "if Christ is in you" or "ifthe Spirit of him who raised
Jesus from the dead dwells in you he who raised Christ Jesus from the dead
will give life to your mortal bodies also through his Spirit which dwells in you"
(Rom 8:10-11, RSV). The Spirit dwelling within is the hope and guarantee of
a place in the resurrection of the righteous and in the new earth. For when the
earth is made new, the saints enjoy the full salvation of God. ''Not only the
creation, but we ourselves, who have the firstfiuits ofthe Spirit, groan inwardly
as we wait for adoption as sons, the redemption of our bodies" (Rom 8:23).
Here Paul notes that the gift of the Spirit is temporary or provisional; the
real and ultimate destiny of the saints is sonship, revealed in reality by the gift
of the spiritual body. This gift, which coincides with the resurrection, is also
guaranteed by a "firstfiuits." "But every man in his own order: Christ the
firstfruits; afterward they that are Christ's at his coming" (1 Cor 15:23, KJV).
In other words, the resurrection as such is guaranteed by Christ's resurrection,
and our part in the resurrection of the righteous is vouchsafed to us by the
presence of His Spirit within us. That Divine Gift, accepted and remaining
within is the guarantor of our salvation just as the resurrection of Christ is the
guarantee that such a thing as a resurrection can occur.
Another word Paul uses to describe the Spirit as the assurance of salvation
is arrabon, usually translated "earnest" (KN) or "guarantee" (RSV). The word
is Semitic in origin and signifies a pledge, deposit, or down payment, the
promise of something more or bigger yet to come.2s The meaning comes
through quite clearly in Paul: "For while we are still in this tent, we sigh with
anxiety; not that we would be unclothed, but that we would be further clothed,
so that what is mortal may be swallowed up by life. He who has prepared us
for this very thing is God, who has given us the Spirit as a guarantee" (2 Cor
5:4-5). The Spirit is the down payment or the first installment of the life of
heaven, a foretaste of life everlasting and the guarantee that it is sure to follow.
This is the true intimation of immortality which God has placed within us.
Scripture is not teaching some airy, ethereal pie in the sky by-and-by. For
24 H. C. G. Moule, The Epistk ofPaul to the RomaN (Cambridge, 19.52), 144.
2.5 ]. Behm, TDNT, s.v. "arrabOn." ed G. Ki~~ trans. and ed. G. W. Bromiley (Orand Rapids, 1964),
1:47.5; also V. P. Furnish, !!CorinthiaN (Garden City, 1984), 299.
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as we exercise faith in God and Christ, as we lean on Them and not on our own
understanding, the Spirit produces that light and insight within us which gives
us the strength and courage to live in a far-from-perfect world, the power and
ability to keep going against the odds, as figured by purely human and secular
judgment.
The Spirit gives joy and peace even in the most daunting conditions and
circumstances, because it gives us assurance of the presence and blessing of
God. Life in the Spirit is a dim but real foreshadowing of the life of heaven
and the new earth, a guarantee that it is a reality. This assurance of salvation
now, as well as salvation itself, comes through the Spirit by faith. "In him you
also, who heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation, and have
believed in him, were sealed with the promised Holy Spirit, which is the
guarantee of our inheritance until we acquire possession of it, to the praise of
his glory" (Eph 1:13, 14).
Here, Paul introduces another positive word full of assurance and confidence. The ideaofbeing "sealed" with the Spirit connotes guarantees ofsafety,
security, and quality. In our day medicines are securely sealed so that they
cannot be tampered with or changed or poisoned in any way. Foods are sealed
to preserve their quality and freshness. Seals can also testify to the truth or
ownership of certain items, that they are what the original sender or owner
intended. Canning fully ripe peaches in the late summer is a guarantee of
peaches for dessert at Thanksgiving, but only ifthe jars sealed. It is not difficult
to distinguish between the sealed and unsealed jars.
In ancient times the word "seal" had the same meaning. Com and wine
were sealed to guarantee the genuine quality of the contents. The seal is a mark
of trustworthiness in transmission. The Holy Spirit, then, is both the pledge of
salvation and the seal by which the believer is marked, appointed, and preserved for redemption. His presence in the life demonstrates that the believer
is God's possession to the day ofredemption.26 "But it is God who establishes
us with you in Christ, and has commissioned us; he has put his seal upon us
and given us his Spirit in our hearts as a guarantee" (2 Cor 1:21-22).
The Holy Spirit, as Paul sees His operation, is the protection of God on a
person, that which keeps his spiritual experience fresh. The Spirit guarantees
to the believer the reality of his faith, and to others, He is an unanswerable
26 A.

Plummer, ed., The Second Eplstu ofPau~ tiN Ap<»t/4 to tiN Corlnthia111 (Cambridge, 1923), 16.
This is 110 • Murray pointa out because the Spirit " ... is the enduement with power to fill ua with
boldneN in the presence of every danger and give the victory ovct the world and every enemy"
(A. Murray, The Spirit o[Christ (Minneapolis, 1979), 22-23; also F. E. MAI"Ih, Emblems ofthe Holy
Spirit (Orand Rapids, 1976), 26-37).
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proof that such a person belongs to God. For when a person is truly living in
the Spirit, he portrays to the onlooker a wisdom. courage, strength, and ability
to cope with life that others do not possess, which is the mark of God's
ownership.
What all of this means is that the Spirit draws us into a close relationship
with God; so close that the Bible speaks of us as adopted children of God, as
part ofi-Iis family, using His name, having His authority to claim relationship.
"To all who . . . believed in his name, he gave power to become children of
God" (John 1:12). This again is through the Spirit.
Through the Spirit we learn to call God "Father," and to know that we are
His children (Rom 8: 14-16). The Holy Spirit assures us that the good news is
true, and that we can dedicate our lives to it. The Spirit helps us with the
humanly impossible task of being worthy of the love; that is, of being righteous
in the ethical sense of the tenn. It is only with the daily help of the Spirit that
the victory over self and sin and Satan can be won. As long as we remain "in
Christ" and "walk in the Spirit" the victory is assured.

The Church As Temple or the Holy Spirit
In the NT the church composes the people of God. 27 It is not a building or
even an organization as such. Therefore, when we speak of the church as the
temple of the Holy Spirit in the NT sense, we are speaking ofthe Holy Spirit
dwelling in the members of the church individually and as a community.
We have already pointed out that faith (and the accompanying repentance)
are the only prerequisites for the reception of the Spirit. The reception of the
Spirit, to this extent, is ethically conditioned. When the Spirit comes, His
operation is not mystical or magical. He operates morally in a very down-toearth manner in the enlightened conscience of the believer. 28 His functions
may be mysterious in the sense that we do not understand how He operates
(like the comings and goings of the wind), but not in the sense that we can
never speak of the fruit He bears in the life. If this were not true we could never
speak of the church as the temple of the Spirit, for we would have no way to
identify His presence.
The original meaning of the word ''temple" (hieron or naos) indicated a
place of sacrifice, or a building, or in the case of naos, a place where the god
lived. The NT has spiritualized the tenns to refer either to the individual
27 K. L. Schmidt, TDNT. s.v. "eldclisia," ed. 0. Kittel, Irani. ed., 0. W. Bromiley (Orand Rapids, 1965).
3:50+5.
28 R. B. Hoyle, "Spirit (Holy). Spirit of God," 79S.
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Christian or to the Christian community as a whole. The spiritualization of cult
places was not new in the Greek world of Paul's time. As far back as the sixth
and fifth centuries B.C., Xenophon and Heraclitus had spoken out against
sacrifices and images. 29 Later writers of the Stoic persuasion such as Zeno,
Cleanthes, and Aratus of Soli, reinterpret and spiritualize the cultus of Greek
religion. For these writers, however, the world is the temple of God or the
individual soul, but not the community as in Paul. In fact, in the allegorical
reinterpretation of the Stoics, Philo and Josephus, the prinuuy emphasis in the
spiritualization of the temple is the individual. The last two named also know
of an allegorical application of the temple to the world and the parts of the
temple to the parts of the cosmos. Especially in Philo, however, it is the purified
soul that becomes a temple of God, 30 and not the community.
The early Christians, following Christ's example, took a twofold attitude
toward the Jerusalem Temple. They affirmed it on the one hand as the divinely
appointed way to worship God, but they also believed in the superiority of
Christ over the temple cultus. This transcending of the cultus by Christ is not
viewed by His followers as an act of irreligion but as the intended culmination
and fulfillment of divine history. Jewish eschatology pointed forward to a time
when God would erect a new and glorious temple in which He would dwell
(Isa 28: 16). Primitive Christianity considers the prophecy as already fulfilled.31 The prophecy is spiritualized to the extent that the community itself
is the promised temple of the last times, of the messianic age (1 Pet 2:4-5).
It is most likely on some such basis and against such a background that
Paul appeals to the Corinthians, "Do you not know that you are God's temple
and that God's Spirit dwells in you? If any one destroys God's temple, God
will destroy him. For God's temple is holy, and that temple you are," (1 Cor
3: 16-17). The pronoun "you" and the verb "you are" are in the plural in this
text, indicating a reference to the Corinthian community rather than an individual. The opening, "Do you not know," suggests that this was something
that even new Christians should be familiar with in the Christian catechism.
The word naos (temple) is used in the text, the word which usually
connotes the dwelling place of God. The same word is used in I Corinthians
6: 19 and 2 Corinthians 6: 16, the latter text is followed by an extended OT
quotation about God dwelling with His people. Although I Corinthians 6: 19
could be given a personal application, the "you" in both instances here is plural
29 0. Schrenk, TDNT. a.v. "hieroz, to hieron." ed 0. Kittel, trans. ed, 0. W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids,
1965). 3:237.
30 Philo, On Dreams 1,146-149.
31 Acta 7:48-SO; Mlri: 14:58; Rev 21:22.
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also, and Paul elsewhere applies the tenn "body" to the community (1 Cor
12:27).

The metaphor of the community as a temple (naos) or as God's house is
found in Paul's shorter letters as weU as in his lalger writings. The letter to the
Ephesians combines the motifs of cornerstone and foundation with the temple
concept. The church is "built upon the foundation ofthe apostles and prophets,
Christ Jesus Himself being the cornerstone, in whom the whole structure is
joined together and grows into a holy temple in the Lord, in whom you also
are built into it for a dwelling place of God in the Spirit" (Eph 2:20-22). Peter
refers to Christians as living stones, built up into a spiritual house and as a holy
priesthood offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God (1 Pet 2:4-5). The
members ofthe Christian community are the living stones in the spiritual house
ofthe church of which Christ is the cornerstone.32
Christian communities are referred to by means oftemple imagery to bring
to light what the primitive Christians saw as a major understanding of the
temple. In an important sense the temple represented a community filled with
the Spirit of God and offering a true spiritual worship to God. Other allusions
to temple in the NT bring this to view. The Christian is the temple, the priest
and the sacrifice in the metaphorical language of the NT, "I appeal to you
therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship" (Rom
12: 1). This sacrifice and worship, as the following context indicates, is essentially one of ethical and moral considerations in the daily life of the Christian.
Revelation I :6 refers to Christians as being made a kingdom of priests by His

blood.
The infilling of the Spirit of God, based on faith in Christ, is looked upon
in the NT as the culmination of many of the facets of the ancient cultus. It
supersedes the literal cultus and brings to light the true or spiritual significance
of much that took place there. The bodies of Christians are sanctified, since
they are built into that living temple in which God's Spirit dwells (Rev 3: 12).
The lives of Christians, lived in the Spirit, are a sacrificial spiritual worship
offered to God, and the believers themselves are priests serving under Jesus,
the eternal high priest.
The temple-church, the dwelling place of the Spirit, is a living, moving
organism, not restricted to time or place. Wherever God's people dwell, there
His temple is founded also.33 Thus, neither Samaria nor Jerusalem hold
32 1 Pet 2:6-7; cf. ba 28: 16; Pa 118:22.

33 The ''1emple" image is just one way, however, of looking at Ood 'a people. The interchangeability of
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preeminence, but the community. "But the hour is coming, and now is, when
the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for such the
Father seeks to worship him. God is spirit, and these who worship him must
worship him in spirit and in truth" (John 4:23-24).

The Gifts of the Spirit: Charismata
We have already observed that in the OT the Spirit of God was bestowed
on specific individuals, gifting them for a particular task. This could be to
prophesy (2 Sam 23:2); to serve God in some capacity (lsa61: 1); to lead God's
people (1 Sam 16:13); to express wisdom (Prov 1:23); or to employ artistic
creativity in constructing the sanctuary (Exod 31:3). "The gift of God's Spirit
was on the whole to special people for special tasks. It was not generally
available nor was it necessarily permanent. " 34
The life and ministry of Jesus, on the other hand, was marked by the
permanent presence of the Spirit from beginning to end. His works and words
were all equated with the power ofthe Spirit. It is the same permanent presence
of the Spirit that God promises to the believer, from the new birth to the end
oftheage.
The Spirit is depicted in Acts 1:4 as ''the promise ofthe Father" or ''the
Spirit promised by the Father" and equated with the gifts of languages and
holy boldness at Pentecost. The Spirit, however, had been at work among the
disciples before this event. Jesus had already taken His disciples apart in the
upper room, breathed on them and said, "Receive the Holy Spirit" (John 20:22).
It is important to remember Paul's emphasis that though there is one Spirit,
God sends Him for a variety of tasks. God is said to send the Spirit, to give
Him or to minister Him, to pour Him out, or to put Him on the believer. The
Spirit Himself is said to proceed, to come, to fall on men, to rest upon, and to
depart from someone. 35 In brief: the work of the one Spirit is varied and
complex and often beyond our understanding. We only know of His work
through what has been revealed to us and by the results.
In this light, it is pertinent to ask, What were the experiences of the Spirit
in the primitive Christian church? We are convinced that Paul's theology was
as much a result of his experience, being taught by the Spirit, as it was by his
"much learning" and rabbinical background. But can we go so far as to say
tmna for God's people; e.g., p«>ple, house, kingdom, temple, etc., ahouJd remind 111 of the variety
in the chwch and the fact that the motifs are not limited to the cultus. SeeP. S. Mine•. Images if the
Church in the New TestOIMitl (Philadelphia, 1971). 166-67.
34 Green, I &liew in the Holy Spirit. 26.
35 ]. Owen, The Holy Spirit: His Gifts and Power (Grand Rapida, 1954), 59-60.
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that Christianity began as an early enthusiastic sect in first century A.D.
Jerusalem and that the authority of the church was charismatic authority; that
is, immediate inspiration and personal conviction?36 This view of the situation
infers that the earliest worship was largely dependent on the immediate
inspiration of the Spirit in prophecy, spontaneous prayer, and spiritual songs
all undertaken with enthusiasm and joy and the sense of the numinous.37 "In
other words, the earliest Christian community was essentially charismatic and
enthusiastic in nature, evel)' aspect of its common life and worship, its
development and mission. "38
There is no reason to disagree with this assessment of the early church as
long as we remember that this "spirit" of the primitive Christians was subject
to apostolic authority and the word of Scripture.
It is not surprising that a large and growing segment in the Christian
tradition today bases its success on the allegation that it has brought back
this spiritual or charismatic experience into the church. The experience of
the Holy Spirit in this tradition is understood essentially as the experience
of the baptism and resultant gifts of the Holy Spirit. This, again, is not a
problem as long as we do not confuse the work of the Spirit in the new birth,
the work of the Spirit in Christian growth and the nurturing ofthe fruit of
the Spirit, and finally the distribution of the gifts of the Spirit for the
upbuilding of the church.
We cannot separate the work of the Spirit from the work of Jesus. For
example, the work of Jesus in justification and the work of the Spirit in
sanctification are not separate or opposed; both are the work of God for us.
The Spirit is Jesus at work in the continuation of His ministl)'. In other words,
when the Holy Spirit works as the agent of salvation in justification, He does
not then leave to reappear in fullness and in person at a worthier or cleaner
moment later in the believer's life. This would suggest that the believer was
be worthier or cleaner than when "washed" by God.
On the contra!)', the Spirit is given as the gift of salvation (1 Cor 12: 13;
Titus 3:6). Likewise, when the Spirit works the rebirth and gives Himself in
the process, He does not do so partially in measure or stingily, coming back at
a later time in fullness. 39 This would imply that God originally gives the Spirit
36 J.D.O. Dunn,Je.nuandth.rSpirlt(Philadclphia, 1975), 157, 178, 182.

37 Ibid., 188.
38 Ibid., 194. It lhould be kept in mind that the churches that were subjected to apOOolic authority in the
39

NT were those that overnted the gifta of the Spirit and the importance of spiritual enthusiasm for the
Christian life.
F. D. Bruner,A TheologyoftheHolySpirlt(Orand Rapids, 1970), 259.
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out of reluctance rather than in grace. The Scriptures, however, speak of the
Spirit as poured out richly (Rom 5:5; Titus 3:6). The Spirit then is both agent
for and the rich gift of spiritual initiation (Titus 3:4-8; Acts 2:38). Against this
background we approach the specific work of the Spirit known as spiritual gifts
or charismata.
The Greek word charisma (gift) may have a very wide meaning in the NT
including the totality ofthe gift ofsalvation40 (2 Cor 1:11). Most commonly
though the term "spiritual gifts" refers to those qualities with which the Holy
Spirit endows individual believers for the upbuilding or edifying of the church
or body of Christ. In 1 Corinthians 12-14 Paul has occasion to remark on these
gifts in the Corinthian church; in Romans 12 he also speaks of them in a more
general manner. If all the NT passages dealing with spiritual gifts are collated
we discover that about 18 or 19 are mentioned:
Romansl2:6-8
Pro}ilesying
ministering
Teaching

Ephesians 4: 11

1 Peter 4:10-11

Apostleship
Pro}ilesying
Evangelizing
Pastoringffeaching

Speaking
Ministering

1 Corinthians 12:6-10

1 Corinthians 12:28

1 Corinthians 12:29-30

Word of Wisdom
Word of Knowledge
Faith
Healing
Miracles

Apostleship
Pro}ilesying
Teaching
Miracles
Healing
Helping
Administering
Tongues

Apostleship
Pro}ilesying
Teaching
Miracles
Healing
Tongues
Interpreting Tongues

Exhorting

Giving
Ruling
Showing Mercy

Pro~ing

Discerning Spirits
Tongues
Interpreting Tongues

Some think the lists are not exhaustive, others that they are. The latter view
is doubtful since 1 Corinthians 7:7 suggests that celibacy is a gift from God
and I Peter 4:9 indicates that hospitality is a gift. 41 While all Christians do
40 H. Conzelmann, TDNT. a.v. "chairO-chari8ma," cd. 0. Kittel. trana. cd. 0. W. Bromiley (Orand
Rapids, 1974), 9:404. Chari8ma and the plw-al chari8m<lla occur 17 times in tho NT, 16 times in the
writingl of Paul. It is cle.-ly implied in the NT that the c~ aro not intended to be exhaustive.
W.l. Pudhiser, TheGifboftheSpirit(KenauCity, MO, 1975), 16-17.
41 Wagner adds celibacy, voiWilary poverty, m&rt)Tdom, hoepitality, miaaionary intcn:esaion, and exor-
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many of these things, some have a special faculty or ability in these areas and
use their abilities for the upbuilding of the church. There we have a spiritual
gift at work
In Ephesians 4:11-12, Paul expressly states the function of spiritual gifts:
"to equip God's people for work in his service" (NEB). This equipping ministry
is two-pronged; it is a repairing ministry and a preparing ministry. 42 Consequently, Paul always deals with spiritual gifts within the context of the church.
Gifts can strengthen the fellowship by exhibiting the variety and complementarity
ofthe Spirit's work in the church, like the members ofthe body which complement
one another and have different functions, yet work as one.43
Gifts also strengthen the church's witness and ministry. As individuals
recognize and realize their particular gifts as part of the body, they are
emboldened in faith to witness to the genuineness of the body of which they
are a part through the Spirit. Spiritual things become real to them as the church
recognizes the individual's gifts as charismata, ascribing these gifts to the free
bowtty of God's love and mercy. No Christian absolutely needs an aura of
holiness or maturity before he/she can contribute to the enrichment of the
church. Since the gifts are to build us up into maturity and holiness, we should
not be surprised if members do not have these qualities as they begin to exercise
spiritual gifts.
On the other hand no genuine spiritual gift will be used by a Christian as
a means of bolstering his ego or for only self-encouragement. In 1 Corinthians
12:5, Paul uses the word dialronia (seJVice) to describe the work of a deacon
or any other kind of seiVice or ministry in the church. This again emphasizes
the truth that gifts are exercised for the well-being and edifying of others.
In 1 Corinthians 12:6, 10, he uses the word "working" or "activity"
(energema) to describe spiritual gifts. This word is related to the verb "work"
(energeo), and implies something activated or energized, empowered. When
the gifts are truly exercised, God's power is at work in the Christian for the
benefit of others.44
Finally, in 1 Corinthians 12:7, Paul employs the word "manifestation"
(phanerosis) to depict the nature of the gifts. To each one, he says, is given the
manifestation (phanerosis) ofthe Spirit for the common good.
cUm, making a total of27. C. P. Wagner, Your Spiritual Gifts Can Help Your Church Grow (Glendale,
1979), 9.
42 W. J. McRae, 1M Dynamics cfSpiritual Gifts (Grand Rapida, 1978), 89.
43 R. A. Torrey, TheHolySpirit(Westwood, 1921), 122.
44 The miniltry of the giftl ila ministry of all the believen, a true spiritual community. Through the gifts
the humb!M believer can contribute to the body of Christ See D. Gee, Concttrning Spirituol Gifts
(Springfield, MO, 1972), 23-26.
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This is a vital insight into the nature of spiritual gifts. They are manifestations ofthe Spirit. When they are exercised, God's nature or His way of dealing
with men and women is manifested and made clear, where, perhaps, there was
only ignorance or confusion before. When division and confusion result from
the exercise of the "gifts," Christians may justifiably ask whether they have
been true manifestations of the Spirit. There may be many talented individuals
in any particular church, but if the talents are not controlled by the Spirit and
used in the service and edifying of the church for the common good, they
cannot be described as genuine spiritual gifts:" The tendency of man without
the Spirit is to use talents for serving selfand not the common good. Only those
with the Spirit can accomplish this, it is a gift, a spiritual gift.
Some commentators state that there are approximately nine gifts of the
twenty listed that are in operation today. Although they recognize that all the
gifts are supernatural-the work of the Spirit-they suggest that the super
supernatural gifts are no longer in evidence in the church and should not be
looked for by Christians in the twentieth centuty.46 This view divides the gifts
into ''temporary" and "pennanent" categories as follows:
Foundational

Confirmatory

Temponry
1. Apostleship
2. Prophesying
3. Discerning of spirits
4. Word of Wisdom
5. Word of Knowledge

6. Miracles
7. Healings
8. Tongues
9. Interpretation ofTongues
Permaneat

I. Faith
2. Teaching
3. Helps
4. Administrations
5. Exhortation

6. Giving
7.Mcrcy
8. Evangelism
9. Pastor-Teacher47

4S Aa Moule poilU out, if there ia to be enlightenment and insight, the two spirits have to come
togdher-the Spirit of God llld the spirit of man. C.F.D. Moule, The Holy Spirit (Orand Rapids,
1979), 10, 11, 17.
46 The main arguments for thia are (I) that the Lord withdrew tllou mat~ifeatai0111 of Hill Holy Spirit at
the cto.e of the Apoatolic Age, (2) that hiltofy proves that the gifts ce.ued with the Apostolic Age,
and (3) that the canon ill now completed 10 that those gifts are no longer neodod. Calvin uaerta that
apoctlea, prophets, and evangelilta were raised up only at the commencement of the kingdom utd
were not instituted to be of perpetual cootinuance in the church. John Calvin, /nstitutu ofthe Christian
ReUgton, trana. J. Allen (Philadelphia, 1936), 2:320-21 (lnstitutu 4, iii, 4, S). See a1ao B. B. Warfield,
Miracl&: YesterdayandToday-TrueandFaue(Orand R&pids,J9S3), ~10.
47 W. McRae, The Dynamics ofSpiritual Gifts, 98.
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The temporary gifts ceased with the last of the apostles or shortly thereafter, it is said; consequently, any present claim to any ofthese gifts is manifestly
counterfeit. However, the Bible nowhere states that any of the gifts have been
tenninated. Paul makes no such distinction among the gifts, but mixes them
indiscriminately. Furthennore, there is no indication in Scripture that in
postapostolic time the gospel would need no supernatural authentication at all.
We can easily see that with the passing ofthe original founding twelve apostles,
their gifts ceased to be. But the word "apostle" has a wider as well as the
narrower meaning of ''the twelve." According to the list given above, we can
expect no manifestation of the spirit of prophecy, healing, or miracles in the
present church, but this restricted view has no scriptural support.
Perhaps, if the gifts are to be categorized at all, it would be more useful to
consider them all, and to list those which are gifts for church officers in
particular and those which are for the whole church. We tum now to give brief
consideration to a dozen of the better-known gifts bestowed by the Spirit.
Aposdes. Although the NT speaks of the twelve in a special sense, Paul
seems to make a distinction between them and "all the apostles" (1 Cor 15:5,
7) James and Barnabas were not among the twelve but are called apostles 48
The conclusion we draw from this is that "the twelve" in some sense recognized certain persons among them as having the gift of apostleship. The true
apostolic succession is entrusting others with the truth of the gospel, so they
in tum will pass it on to still others (2 Tim 2:1-2). It would be absurd to think
that the spreading of the gospel was limited to ''the twelve."
Many Christians down through the ages have recognized the continuing
nature of the gift of apostleship, both with regard to the preservation of pure
doctrine and with regard to their function in planting new churches. Thus, even
Calvin, who states quite clearly that apostles were temporary, at the same time
admits that God "still occasionally raises them up when the necessity of the
time requires." He states that apostles had been necessary in his own day "to
bring back the church from the revolt of Antichrist. " 49
Prophets. In the early church prophecy was a gift potentially available to
all Christians. Paul urges all Christians, in Corinth at least, to seek the gift of
prophecy (I Cor 14: 1). On the other hand the prophet held a recognized
position in the church second only to the apostles. so The prophets of the or
48 0&11:19; Actl14:14; 1 Cor9:S-6.
49 Calvin, Institutes if the Chri!tian Religion. 4, iii, 4, S.
SO The gifu should not be confuaed with offices or miniatrica. It is to be hoped that the penon with the
off'tce hu the gift corTetponding to the offJCe. Likewise; a miniatry is not a gift but an outlet fer the
employment of the gift. Soe L. B. Flynn,Nineleen Gl/b if the Spirit(Wheaton, IL, 1979), 24.
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proclaimed the revealed Word of God to the people, sometimes made predictions of future events in connection with their proclamation.
In 1 Corinthians 14, Paul sets out in detail the role ofthe Christian prophet.
The prophet speaks to men "for their upbuilding and encouragement and
consolation" (1 Cor 14:3). "He who prophesies edifies the church" (1 Cor
14:4). Also, when a Christian prophesies, a visiting unbeliever or outsider may
be convicted. "He will worship God and declare that God is really among you''
(l Cor 14:24-25).
Since the prophet speaks by the power of the Holy Spirit his/her words
must be received with careful attention. The listening congregation must weigh
what is said, so that proper application may be made of the message ( 1 Cor
14:29). It is also possible that Paul had in mind the testing and detecting of
false prophesying (see I Thess 5: 19-21). All new claims to inspiration must
be tested by the Scriptures. Thus, prophets must accept the authority of
Scripture and operate within its limits.
Just as all apostles are not ''the twelve," so all prophets are not in the canon.
They are still apostles, however, and still prophets who bring messages from
God.~ 1 God is always revealing Himself to His people, and He does this in
every age primarily through His Word. But He also directs the prophets to tum
the attention of the church to a particular passage, interpretation, or principle
from His Word in a particular situation or at a particular time. Such principles
or interpretations may have been generally lost to the church, or may have been
corrupted by deliberate or unwitting misinterpretation in the past.
Evangelists. Both apostles and prophets were evangelists, and the inclusion of this category has been questioned by many. Philip, however, is
described as an evangelist (Acts 21 :8) when both apostles and prophets were
alive and active in the church. We conclude, therefore, that some Christians
are gifted for the proclamation of the gospel who are neither apostles nor
prophets. Their purpose is to win people to Christ. ~2
Pastors/teachers. Some consider these as separate offices. But the majority of scholars today regard them as one. Pastors/teachers are the spiritual
overseers ofChristian congregations. As pastors (shepherds) they try to protect
the church from divisions and false teachings. They themselves remain subject
to the Word of God, and their teachings follow its principles (Acts 20:28-32).
They build up the church .
.51 C. P. Wagner, Your Sptritl«ll Gifts Can Help Your Church Grow. 229. The IIOUI'QC of prophecy iB
revelation but its comcxt may be revelation, knowledge, or teaching (I Cor 14:6). See also J. W.
MacOonnan, The Gifts c(the Spirit (Nuhville, 1974), 40-41.
.52 R. Yohn, DisCOWIT Your Spiritual Gift and Use It (Wheaton, IL, 1979), 62-63.
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In this chapter we do not have space to give an exhaustive treatment of the
various gifts, especially the remaining gifts which are more widely distributed
in the whole church. These spiritual gifts are also exercised for the benefit of
the whole church. Brief comments on each will suffice here, with a few
exceptions.
Wisdom. It is difficult to accept the view that this gift died out with the
apostles and prophets. The wisdom of God is defmed as truth revealed by God
(I Cor 2:6-12). The wisdom of God for Paul was the whole system oftruth
revealed by God encompassing the controversy between Christ and Satan and
the glorious news of the gospel. But is wisdom in this context to be limited to
the apostolic revelations? Can wisdom consist in the proclamation or explanation of spiritual truths so that those who hear them have a clearer understanding? Christians can give wise advice, aided by the Spirit, without being
considered infallible guides.
Knowledge. If this gift is considered the ability to utter knowledge
supernaturally, it raises many problems. Clairvoyance and powers often connected with spiritism and the occult make such claims. Great hann can be done
when thoughtless, though well-meaning, Christians claim to possess this gift
and set about to tell others the true nature of their problems, insisting that they
are right because they have the Spirit ofGod. Also dangerous is the temptation,
to those who think they possess knowledge, of passing on this knowledge to
others not involved in the problem.
In its immediate context the gift of "knowledge" suggests the ability to
understand clearly and to explain to others the spiritual wisdom of God
revealed to the apostles and prophets. No other claims of supernatural knowledge are necessarily implied here. 53
Faith. This is not to be confused with saving faith, for all Christians
possess that. Nor is it an understanding of a body of doctrine, ''the faith," as
it is sometimes called. This gift is probably to be understood as the outstanding
faith given to some Christians, enabling them to rely on God under certain
extraordinary circumstances for the accomplishment of specific tasks, or even
to meet the challenges of daily needs (Hebrews 11).
Gifts of Healing. As we have observed earlier, some scholars consider the
gift of healing as a temporary gift which disappeared from the church with the
twelve apostles. It is defined as the ability to heal diseases miraculously and
instantaneously. In the NT, miraculous healing is always connected with the
revelation of God's character. Miraculous healing is not a panacea for all ills,
$3 D. Bridge and D. Phypera, Spiritual Gifts and the Church (Downen Grove, IL, 1973), 52-54.
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and Jesus Himself never attempted to heal everyone.
It is the power of God and the presence of faith which bring healing. It is
definitely not the pressure of faith on the reluctance of God that brings about
healing. There are enough carefully documented cases of healing since apostolic times to make it presumptuous to say that the gift of healing died out with
the apostles.
Workine of miracles. This "supernatural'' gift is also considered a thing
ofthe past by some. It seems to be more comprehensive than the gift ofhealing.
Miracles are denied by many on the basis of the conflict between religion and
dogmatic, atheistic science or "naturalism.'' In the Christian view, however,
the universe cannot be reduced to a mechanistic, self-contained system which
runs on its own. God can break into the nexus of cause and effect. Through
His power Christ's followers may do "works of power." The difficulty that is
sometimes encountered in identifying true miracles is not relieved by simply
rejecting all miracles in the postapostolic period.
Prophecy. Prophecy is the capacity to receive and speak forth truth which
has been given by divine revelation. This could include both foretelling and
forth telling or giving ofexhortation for the present. Prophets in the NT are three
times listed as second to apostles. In Corinth, at least, prophecy exercised by
the congregation was of a different character than that exercised by a recognized prophet. Even the declarations of a recognized prophet, which make the
mind or will of God clear, are never to be exalted to the level of biblical or
canonical revelation. 54
The gift illuminates the meaning ofthe Scriptures, but it must never replace
them, because this ability may have a wide range of meaning, including
forthtelling or expository preaching by the pastor or lay-leaders in the congregation. However, the narrower definition of the recognized office of prophet
should not be overlooked as a gift to the church throughout its history.
Discernine of spirits. This may be defined as the spiritual capacity to
determine whether a teacher or prophet or preacher is speaking under the
impulse of the Holy Spirit, his own human spirit, or by evil spirits. It is not
enough to say that the completion of the canon did away with the need for the
gift. For surely, it is not the fact that the canon exists but the availability and
knowledge of the canon of Scripture that would determine the need for such a
gift.
54 In other worda the witneaa of tho Spirit tiv'ough a prophet will not conlladict His witncu through the
Word for the Spirit illuminatea our minda through the Scripture. See B.
Spirit (Orand Rapids, 1960). 124-2S.
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Bible-based Christians can scarcely adopt the modem view that denies the
existence of Satan and powers of evil in the world. On the other hand it will
not do to see every failure and illness as a case of demon possession. A
distinction must always be made between direct demon possession and other
spiritual attacks which come to all Christians in the form oftemptation. New
Testament Christians only confronted and exorcised demons when harassed
and pestered by them. They did not run about looking for spirits to cast out.
Ton pes and interpretation of ton pes. Here we come to one ofthe most
controversial and misunderstood of the gifts. Although in the book of Acts the
gift oftongues is most often interpreted as an ability to speak foreign languages,
the I Corinthian account of it has produced considerable divergence of opinion. Whether we consider this latter instance the gift of speaking in languages
or ecstatic utterance, one thing is quite clear: The gift was being abused in the
Corinthian church. It was pursued with a hyper-enthusiastic vocalization
which made it quite unintelligible except to a chosen few.$$ Those involved
claimed to be swept away in their enthusiasm and ecstasy by the Holy Spirit.
If the Corinthian experience was some sort of ecstatic utterance, it was not
distinctively Christian. The mystery religions and heathen spoke unclearly in
ecstatic states. Plato and Virgil speak of ecstatic speech in their day. Gnostics
practiced it, and later some Moslem sects also. $6 So if the early Christians
spoke in ecstatic utterance, it would prove nothing about the power ofthe Spirit
as some claimed, nor would it have been exclusively Christian. In this respect
Bruner's remarks are pertinent:
The Spirit does not exhibit himself supremely in sublimating the ego, in
emptying it, removing it, overpowering it, or in ecstasy extinguishing or
tluilling it, but in intelligemly, intelligibly, christocentrically using it It was
the spectacular ego-enthralling undeiStanding of the Spirit which had infiltrated the Corinthian church, and it is the thoughtful ego-employing understanding of the Spirit which Paul in these chapteiS seeks to reestablish. 57

An even greater and more complex difficulty arises when the manifestation
of ecstasy or ecstatic utterance is taken to be the definite and characteristic
experience of the Christian. For many, the experience of the baptism and
$$Ramsey, TMHolySptrlt. 81.
$6 Plato, Phosdnu, 224; Jon, 533-34; Tiemaeu.r, 71-72; Vtrgil, Aeflllid. 2$9-60. The ecatatic atate wu
induced in Greek religion with the aid of wine and drugs; see W. A Milia, A ThwlogicaVEugetical
Approach to Glc.rsolalia (New Yoric, 198$), 23. The word a.rmios Uled in moat clauiul aourcea can
mean Wlintelligible, indistinct, or unfamiliar when used with reference to language. The dift"!culty is
to tell which of these is meant in any particular cue. H. 0. Liddell, R. Scott. A Grulc English Lexicon
(Oxford, 1973), 255-$6.

57 Bruner, A Theology ofthe Holy Spirit, 287.
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consequent gifts of the Holy Spirit mark the true Christian. This crucial
experience with the Spirit is not regarded as identical with the experience of
becoming a believer or disciple. First of all, individuals become Ouistians; then,
if they are fully obedient, they become Spirit-filled Christians. The one evident
sign of such infilling of the Spirit is ecstatic utterance or speaking in tongues. 58
This view has serious theological as well as ecclesiological implications
which run into difficulties with the NT understanding of righteousness by faith.
Paul teaches that through the absolute obedience of Jesus Christ, the Holy
Spirit comes to penitent sinners, and that it is not believers, who through their
absolute obedience, must come to the Spirit. That is, the Holy Spirit comes
through Jesus Christ and not as a second experience independent of and in
addition to Jesus Christ and dependent on the efforts of man. Such a serious
theological flaw cannot be overlooked.
Other gifts. The remaining gifts of the Spirit-teaching, giving, helps,
administration, mercy, exhortation-are all considered to be present in the
modem twentieth century church. The commentaries give ample treatment of
them and we will not discuss them here. Although they are considered less
"supernatural" than some gifts, they are still operations of the Holy Spirit in
the lives of the saints and are God's gifts to the church for the common good.

The Church and Enthusiasts
Every minister dreams of an enthusiastic church community. Yet, "enthusiasm" has come down to us in the Christian tradition as a word with negative
connotations. Is it possible in this case to have too much of a good thing? Is it
the quantity of enthusiasm that turns a plus into a negative, or is it the quality
of the enthusiasm that raises questions?
According to Socrates, as recorded in Plato's Phaedrus 244a., our greatest
blessings come to us by way of madness, provided that the madness is given
us by divine gift. Socrates distinguishes four types of madness which are
concisely summarized by Dodds. 59 ( l) Prophetic madness, whose patron god
is Apollo; (2) telestic or ritual madness, whose patron is Dionysos; (3) poetic
58 Hopwood believes that like the wind and the fll'C, tho ecttatic utt«anoc w• only an accidental of that
great original experience having no pennanent quality. P.O.S. Hopwood, The R•ligtosu Experi•nc.
iftlw PrlmitiVfl Church (F.dinbwgh, 1936), 151. H..el, on the other hand, interprets I Corinthian~
14 in the light of Actll md cont1id«a it a gift of speaking prcvioully unknown foreign languages which
tho Spirit gives • needed for a apecil~e purpose. The gift ia ltiU available b~ net everyone ia expected
to apeak in tongues, nor ia it the key to greltcr apirituaJ power. 0. F. Hucl, ~ng In Tongues
(B«ricn Springs, Ml, 1991), 151-53.
.S9 E. R. Dodd&, The Oreek.a and the Irrational (Los Angclea, 1968), this outline given tb-oughout chap. 3.
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madness, inspired by the muses; and (4) erotic madness, inspired by Aphrodite
and Eros. Plato describes the true philosopher as the one truly inspired
(enthousiazon) Phaedrus 249d. Madness (mania) is not identical with enthusiasm (entheos) "full of or inspired by god"; in Greek usage, however, there
is considerable overlap in meaning.
The word "enthusiasm" came to prominence as a technical, religious tenn
in the seventeenth century. For the most part it was a tenn of denigration.
Rationalists used it as a pejorative description ofthose who believed in demons,
witches, and magic. Joseph Glanvill, a Fellow of the Royal Society and
chaplain to Charles II, on the other hand defended belief in the spirits, because
he sensed that those who scoffed at witchcraft would end up denying the
supernatural altogether.60
Strictly speaking, enthusiasm in religious circles refers to a particular
phenomenon in seventeenth and eighteenth century Christianity. It refers in a
general way to movements among Christians which were regarded by their
critics as peripheral and a threat to the integrity of Christianity. The word
denoted ill-regulated religious emotion, or more specifically, fancied inspiration, the false or deluded claim to have received divine communications or
private revelations.61
The classic work on enthusiasm is that of R A. Knox. He characterized
enthusiasm as made up of individuals who desired a less worthy life, depended
on the direct guidance of the Spirit, claimed to be restoring the primitive
discipline ofthe church, tended to ultrasupematuralism, perfectionism and the
denigration of reason as a guide to any sort of religious truth. 62 Knox, a Roman
Catholic, appears to be using the expression as a vehicle for his disapproval of
the Refonnation and its aftennath.63
It is clear that the study of enthusiasm is as much a study of the attitudes of
those who accuse sectarians of enthusiasm as it is of the enthusiasts themselves.
It is, however, this classic view of enthusiasm that has given the word its many
negative connotations, but the meaning of the word depends largely on who is
calling whom an enthusiast Within Christianity, because of the fear of superstition, fanaticism, and sectarianism, claims to inspiration and fresh revelation have
been repeatedly labeled as enthusiastic without further comment.
60 J.

Glanvill, Saduci1mu1 TriumphatlU: or Full Plain Evitkw:. COf!CIInting Witchu and Apparitioru
(London, -1683), 2nd pt, preface, p. Aa4.
61 J.D. G. Dunn, TINt Encyclopuiia ofReligion, a.v. "Enthuaium," ed. M. Eliadc (New York, 1987), 118.
62 R. A. Knox, Entlnuiasm (Oxford, 19~), 1-3.
63 Ibid., 109, "The enthuaiaat alwaya begins by trying to form a church within the church, alwaya ends by
finding himself committed to secwian opposition."
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The question is how to relate to "enthusiasm" in the twentieth century.
Radical sects are often in revolt against what to them is a burdensome and
misleading institutional and doctrinal authority. In the eighteenth century the
more conservative established churches and medical authorities agreed that
many sectarians suffered from mental and emotional disorders. 64 This provided a simple answer to their problem, but no solution at all today.
First, we must recognize that most reforms, no matter how radical, end up
as institutions if they survive. It is useless, therefore, to play off charisma
against institution since God's presence is made real to us through both. The
Spirit works through the community and through the individual. The community can accomplish work which the individual cannot and vice versa The
materialistic and spiritualistic or the institutional and community aspects of
the church belong inseparably together and serve one another. Thus Berlcof:
We shall never come to a full-grown ecclesiology if we do not discover
the organic relation between authority and institution on the one band and
conununity, liberty, and personal decision on the other hand. Here is no
either-or. Both elements presuppose one another---the one being the base of
the other, the other being the aim of the one. 65
Next, the church should exercise, as did the apostle Paul, a rare balance of
sympathy and firmness in its relations with enthusiast groups. Any claim to
inspiration or revelation must be tested and measured against the Scriptures
and the gospel. It should be consistent with love for fellow Christians and must
be beneficial for the whole community.
In modem churches the basis of the enthusiasm may not always be
religious experience. It may stem from doctrinal or psychological shifts of
subsections within the church who may disagree about the church's response
to changing social and cultural patterns. The enthusiastic response may be
considered negative by the apostle Paul's criterion: If it hinders the edifying
or upbuilding of the body or fragments its unity unnecessarily, it fails the test.
Finally, any activity which tends to separate the Spirit and the Word or
which attempts to set them in opposition must be rejected by the church. It is
true that God governs His church by His Spirit. But to prevent this government
from being vaguely defined, the Spirit governs by the Word. Fanaticism,
therefore, is an illicit separation of Word from Spirit when it claims private
revelation apart from the Scriptures-for there is no revelation apart from the
64 0. Roaen, "Enthusiaam," Bul141in if the History ofMedicine, vol. 42, no. 5, p. 421.
6S H. Bcrlcof, The Doctrine of tiN Holy Spirit (Richmond, 1964), 64.
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Scriptures. The testimony of the Spirit is not a revelation as such, but works
in connection with an already existing revelation. The Spirit and the Word form
a union. 66
In a world where many social and cultural changes are taking place rapidly
on so many fronts, the church sometimes lags behind, or even fails to respond
to the new issues and events that are pressed upon it from all sides. This
situation makes it easy for individuals to find cause to criticize the church for
its failings. Such a stance is scarcely edifying to the body as a whole. On the
other hand if the church were more responsive to those who would meet these
challenges, she would close the mouths of many other would-be critics.

---·--Appendix
Some Notes on the Nature of Glossolalia
in Corinth
The nature of glossolalia has been the subject of long debate, and it is
unlikely that any one book will settle the issue. By attaching this appendix,
therefore, we have no illusions of finality. We wish only to point the discussion
in a direction which needs to be explored.
The usual argument proposed for glossolalia in the Corinthian experience
is that it is ecstatic utterance. This is usually taken to mean unintelligible sound
uttered by one in a state of ecstasy. However, ecstatic utterance is not necessarily unintelligible utterance-either in the classics or the Hellenistic period.
The other suggestion is that it is foreign language(s) not understood by many
in the congregation. Taken in isolation, both of the theories encounter severe
problems in the context of 1 Corinthians.
The difficulty in the first theory is that if one ignores the period for which
one is discussing the Pythian oracle, for example, one may choose a period
either deliberately or inadvertently which suits one's theory. Over the entire
history of the Pythian oracle the views changed as to exactly what took place.
In addition, ifone does not scrutinize carefully the sources used, a similar error
Th~ WI bless of til. Spirit (Orand Rapida, 1960), 11·17. Sec also A. Kuyper, "Spiritual
expcriencc can fumiJh oo baais for imtruction; for such cxpaictM:e rests on that which took place in
our own soul." What guarm.ccs correctne11 and fidelity in i.nkrprc:ting such experience is the Word.
A. KuYJ>«, The Work if the Holy Spirit, tnna. H. De Vries (Orand Rapida, 1946), 3-5.

66 B. Ramm,
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may occur. For example, the learned Greek would have a different view of
Pythian inspiration than the masses who subscribed to Greek folk religion. The
question then becomes, Whose view ofthe oracle do we have and ofwhat period? 1
The same difficulty is encountered with the epileptic in antiquity. This
condition was called the sacred disease in ancient times, but views as to what
exactly it entailed differed. Thus Euripedes in his Hercules Furens presents
the mad Hercules as the classic epileptic. The great hero has the sacred disease.
It was caused, according to popular belief, by the entrance of a god or spirit
into the body. 2 Euripides is appealing to the popular imagination and folk
religion. On the other hand learned writers such as the author ofthe monograph
On the Sacred Disease, supposedly Hippocrates, attributed the disease to
psychological or physical malfunctions. 3
With great reluctance, we might add one more factor to the equation of
time and source, and that would be place. Popular or folk beliefs tended to
linger much longer in rural localities than they did in metropolitan areas.
Among the lower classes, the change of views and attitudes came slowly even
in the latter locale. To all ofthis should be added politics and cultural elements.
Considerable changes took place in the ancient Near East as a reaction to
Hellenism. For example, in its confrontation with Greek knowledge, which
was praised as the highest possession ofman, Judaism countered with supreme
knowledge; that is, knowledge of the divine will or higher wisdom through
divine revelation. 4 In the east, irrational mysticism was the reaction to Hellenism. Egyptian priests, Essenes, the Magi, all related in this way to Hellenistic incursions.
Asceticism, pure food, prayer, praise, philosophy, holy writings, sacred
symbols from the past, all played a part in the new wisdom. 5 Thus, wisdom in
late Hellenism no longer meant just the learning of the Greeks, but included
the casuistic distinctions of the sopherim as well as the "ecstatic" revelations
of holy men, or the rediscovered revelation of the ancients by the deciphering
I W. D. Smith, ''So-called Poaeuioo of Prc-Cbristian Oreooo," TtaiUOCtiOM and Procudings of the
Ammcon Philological Auociation 96 (1965), 403. Origen, Contra Celsum 7:3; John Cbryloatom,
Homtliu on 1 Corinthian.r 29, 12:1; E. R. Dodds, 1M Grulu and til. lmttional, 70-71. K. Laue,
"Orabl," Pau/ywiuowa ReoZ.nzycWpedia. Stuttgart, Mctzlcr, 18 (1939): 840. H. W. Parico, D. E.
Wormcll, The Delphic Oracl4 (Oxford, 1956), 2:xxii-xxili. W. Fauth, "Pythia," Paulywiuowa
R.al-Enzyc/opedia. Stuttgart, Metzler, 24 (1963), 534-35, 545-46.
2 E. M. Blaiklock, "The Epileptic." Gruce and Rome 14 (1945); 5 I. AlJo, Areta.iua, Ca111. M. Dtvt., I,
4.
3 0. Tcmk.in, The Falling Siclcnus-.4 hi1tory ofeplkpsy from the GreeJcs to til. beglnnlng1 if modern
lleiii'Oiogy (Baltimore, 1971), 4-7. 86-87.
4 M. Hengcl,JudaismandHe/knism(Philadelpbia, 1974), 1:208-9.
S Ibid., 213; al&o S. K. Eddy, The King il Dead, Studies in the Near &utern Re1istanct1 ofHelknilm
334-31 B.C (I...incoln, NE, 1961).
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of ancient cryptic symbols. 6 Also included in the tenn would be the mantic
magical medicine taught by the Essenes. 7 It is largely in this connection that
magical texts and folk religion came into prominence.
On this level of folk religion, syncretism was more widespread and had a
deeper significance than it had in classical Greek religion or the popular
mystery and hero cults. Consequently, this syncretistic Greek folk religion
brings us closer to the beliefs of the first century uneducated man than any
other religious or philosophical system. Since Christianity was initially a
religion of slaves and working classes, it is here that we should look for
similarities, not to the classical or mystery religions. Strange as it may sound,
the best sources for the study of Greek folk religion are the magical papyri
found in Egypt. 8
This quest for higher wisdom through divine revelation or mystic experience led to a search for the oldest civilization, the reason apparently being the
belief that the oldest culture would have the purest revelation and the most
profound wisdom. The Egyptian king, Psammetichus, had two children reared
among sheep. He strictly forbade humans to speak to them in hopes that the
first words they spoke would tell which was the oldest civilization. The first
work they spoke was Belros which the scholars interpreted as Phrygian.9
Egyptian priests, according to Plutarch, thought that little children possessed the power of prophecy, and they tried to divine the future from the
portents which they found in children's words, especially when the children
were playing about in holy places and crying out whatever came into their
minds. 10 The idea was also held that deities or spirits possessed individuals,
using their mouths and voices as instruments.11
With respect to the Greek oracles, many times the word asema means "not
understood" ratherthan "unintelligible."12 Likewise, in the mystery religions
the secret phrases and symbols were not intelligible except to the initiated.
These were probably divided phrases representing a sign and a countersign.
6 On this tee the "Letter ofTheualus to the Emperor Claudius," in Cataloglu Codicum Astralogontm
GTMCOnnu~t. eda. F. Cumoot, F. BeU, W. Kroll, Bruxcllia, Lamcrtin (1912), vol. 8, pt. 3, pp. 134ff.
7 A. Dupoot-Sommcr, "Exorciaml et GuCriaona dana lea 6crita de Qownrin," Tlw EmtM Writings from
Qumran: SuppknHtllls to J-ehu Tsstatlf4ntum 7 ( 1960), 246.
8 H. D. Betz, ed., Ths Gruk Magical Papyri in Trantlotion (Chicago, 1986), xiv. Betz, conaiders them

primary aourcea for auch a study.
9 Herodotus, 2,2.
10 Plutarch, Isis and Osiris, 14.
11 Philo, Special lAws. 4,49ff. Plutarch, Obsolsscenc. if Oracles, 9,414. Plutarch thinb it foolish that
such things rouJd happen, but he clearly reprcseniS a rationalist reaction to folk bcliefa; alao Philo,
Who is tlw Heir, 266.
12 Herodotus, 1,86; 5,92.
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Initiates were expected to know the countersigns. If they were not initiates,
they would end up asking absurd questions such as, What do you mean? These,
then, were dark sayings rather than unintelligible words as far as language is
concerned. 13
However, in the prayers and incantations ofthe magical papyri themselves,
there are numerous unintelligible words. lbey are scattered among the names
of gods and teachers, indeed, every great name from antiquity, such as
Solomon, Moses, Abraham, etc., as well as angelic and pseudo-angelicnames.14 Here we truly have a combination of asma and barbara onomatacriticized by Porphyry long ago as meaningless and outlandish words, but
defended by lamblichus as sacred words handed down from remote antiquity.
As Goodwin points out, some of these words may be looked for in Syriac,
Hebrew, Coptic, or old Egyptian, but some of them are of great antiquity and
may be traced to old Egyptian rituals.l5 Some similar practice would account
for all the data in Corinthians.
It is evident that not all that was spoken in the Spirit in the Corinthian
church was unintelligible. "No one," says Paul, can say "Jesus be cursed" in
the Spirit (1 Cor 12:3). Scroggs rightly says, this could not have been an
unintelligible tongue.I6
In the prayers of the magical papyri we have (1) plain intelligible Greek;
(2) names of gods (Jesus included), names of men of God, ancient sages, and
kings; (3) unintelligible words, mostly unintelligible because transliterated
from other tongues into Greek. Words transliterated into Greek from ancient
Egyptian rituals or from Hebrew for that matter would be unintelligible to the
Greeks of Corinth. Also long strings ofvowels in the magical papyri represent
either the sound of that vowel held for some time or the constant repetition of
the vowel. For example, e e e e e i ai o o o o o o mou mou o u a o a a a
a a. 17 This is extremely common in the magical papyri with two or three vowels
sometimes continued for two or more lines. It scarcely rates as intelligible
communication. Sometimes the vowels form pyramids. For example, 18
13 E.g., ace Pap. Ourob I, lines 23-24.
14 J. M. Hull, Helkn/Jtic. Magic, and Synoptic Tradition (London, 1974). 3S.
IS C. W. Goodwin, FragnuJnt of a Gra(IICO-Egyp(jan Wor* Upon Magic (Cambridge, 18S2), vi-viii. For
the views of Cha«emon and Porphyry, see K. Mll11or, FragrMnta Hlstorlcum Graecorum (Paris,
Firmin Didot, 1849). 3:49Sff.
16 R. Scroggs, "The ExalUtion of the Spirit by Some Early Christians," JBL 84 (196S): 366. He relatca
it to CCitatic and emotional prophetic utterance.
17 S. Eitrem., "Lea Papynu Magiqua Oreca de Paris." Skrlfter Norske Videnskops AkDdemic II. Hist.
Filoa. Klaaac (1923). 43.
18 Goodwin, Fragment, 6.
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Each vowel in each line is presumably pronounced separately. Such
prayers and petitions as we fmd in the magical papyri are sometimes described
as being uttered in ecstatic states. For example PGM IV is entitled "Solomon's
Collapse" ( Ka:ta.p-tocrt<;), an indication of ecstatic seizure. It contains all the
classic elements, names ofgods, and "nonsense" words. The first three lines run:
Ourlor AmiHm tar chOb kJamphOb phre phror ptar ousiri salob lew
kabemanatuthor aslor iki5r beitiOr amoun om menichtha machtha chthara
amachtha aou alakambo besinor. 19

Any linguist would be hard put to make sense out of this. In all versions
of the papyri that I have seen, the words are simply transliterated into English
letters as above and no attempt is made at translation. This papyrus represents
a petition for a trance or vision. The petitioner threatens the god that if he does
not do as the petitioner requests, the latter will not protect his (the gods) holy
name. Some petitioners actually curse the name of the god to intimidate him
into action.
That Jews were involved in such practices is no longer questioned.2° The
seven sons of Sceva (Acts 19: 11-16) were not alone among Jewish exorcists.
But of even greater interest is the fact that many "believers" confessed at this
time and divulged their practices. A number of those who practiced magic acts
brought their books together and burned them in the sight of all. The value of
these books amounted to fifty thousand pieces of silver.
In Corinthians we fmd the key words of the papyri repeated: such words
as revelation, wisdom, knowledge-also a group claiming a higher spiritual
plane than ordinary Christians. The Corinthian pneumatics draw attention to
themselves rather than to the Lord. Like the typical Hellenistic magician, they
really control the Spirit rather than the Spirit them, even to the point of cursing
the power that does not oblige them. This was the current Hellenistic concept
of ecstasy and revelation.
19 Betz, The Greek Magical Papyri, 55, the original text inK. Preisenda.nz, Papyri Groecae Magicae, Die
Griechischen Zauberpapyrt (Stuttgart. 1928), 1:102.
20M. Gaster, "The Logos Ebraikos in the Magical Papyrus of Paris, and the Book of Enoch." Journal of
the Royal Asiatic Society, 1901, 113.
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Paul, in writing to Tunothy, warns him of those who speak drivel and
nonsense (I lim 6:20; 2 Tun 2: 16). Gnostic documents also contain material
which appears to be absolute nonsense, such as riddles, paradoxes, and long
strings of nonsense syllables. Some ofthis material may have been of significance to initiates, but certainly not to others.21 The gossiping widows who go
from house to house in I Tunothy 5:13, are also described as periergoi; the
same word is translated in Acts 19: 19, as ''those practicing magic." The ascent
of the soul to God through the realms of the archons required knowledge of its
name and the proper magical words with which to gain passage through its
domain. 22 This kind of influence in Corinth brought forth the idea that the dead
do not rise (I Cor 15:12). All of this "light" or "knowledge" was given in
revelations to the "wise."
On the contrary, although John the Baptist and Jesus have been considered
ecstatics, their experience must not be confused with the Hellenist ideas of
ecstasy. The Hebrew idea of ecstasy does not draw attention to the individual
but to his message. It is full of ethical seriousness, sober and restrained,
showing a marked distinction from the sensationalism of current Hellenistic
ecstaticism. Thus, Paul does not attribute too great an importance to his
ecstacies, and the higher knowledge which he claims does not serve an arrogant
pride but a humble modesty. The higher knowledge which he claims is
orientated to salvation history, not self-adoration.23
In the newly founded church at Corinth Paul was confronted with many
problems in the community which were scarcely examples of Christian conduct. What was preached in this fledgling church and what was practiced were
initially far removed. It will not suffice to say that such things would not have
happened, because we can't imagine Christians doing such things. In this case
our "sanctified" imagination becomes the criterion of what may or may not
have happened in the ancient church. The pattern ofthe petitions in the magical
papyri provide many answers to the enigmas in 1 Corinthians. They are partly
intelligible, partly unintelligible. They draw attention to the heightened spiritual capacity of the petitioner. The petitioner controls the spirits, not vice versa.
The apostle Paul, coming from a Hebrew tradition and background of
ecstasy, does not want to denigrate it totally but does wish to correct the
sensationalist and egocentric focus of Hellenistic ecstaticism. He does this by
21 P. Miller, "In Praile ofNonsenae," Classical Meditt~"anean Spirituality: Egyptian, Greek. Roman, cd.
A. H. Annatrong (New York, 1986).
22 R. C. Kroeger and C. C. Kroeger, I Suffer Not a Woman: A Rethinking of 1 Tim. 2:1/-15 in the Light of
Ancienl Evidenct~ (Orand Rapids, 1992), 174.
23 K. De~. Paul wrd dit~M}'3hk Seitt~~r Zeit (Leipzig. 1921), 21ff., 81ff.
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focusing on the message rather than on the speaker, a correction in the direction
of Hebrew and Christian piety. The egocentric, ecstatic experience that draws
attention to self and not to the Lord and His message is of little service to the
church at large and may be deleterious even to the individual's Christian
experience.
It is the opinion of the writer that considerably more research needs to be
done in this area before any dogmatic statements can be made as to what did
and did not happen in the experience of glossolalia in Corinth. For this reason
in this article we have not attempted a rigid one-sided interpretation for ecstatic
utterance or foreign language. In a sense, it may have been all of the above.
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